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Foreword
The world as we know it is not like the Leave it to Beaver world that our 1960s TV told
us it was. In that care-free and totally imaginary world, every child had two loving parents,
happy siblings, a single working parent – dad of course – and a life where everything was just so,
so excruciatingly mundane and boring.
But that is not our world and it has never been that way, thankfully.
Life has the habit of being anything but normal, or predictable, or easy-going. Couples
divorce. Some kids are monsters who grow up to be literal monsters. Likewise, the simple and
boxed-in sexual identities that we often declare, are also not quite that simple. The child and
parental roles fray around the edges to become something altogether different.
This is not to say that there aren’t a lot of norms and averages and typical styles and
behaviours that we embrace largely by intuition, as well as by tradition. In fact, tradition and
custom is the fabric upon which family and society is built, but that fabric also has many colours,
styles, shapes and to be honest, a lot of frays and holes.
Adult babies are not the norm. Not even close. They are one of those holes.
Despite the 21st century experience of coming out of the dark and into the light, adult
babies remain fringe-dwellers and are treated with contempt and disgust in large measure –
even by other fringe-dwellers. Information-superhighway notwithstanding, ignorance and
prejudice still stalk the hallways of many people’s minds. And so, we accept that as ABDLs, we
are not the norm and while we hope that this might soften somewhat, it isn’t going to do so any
time soon, so we best be aware of that.
And then there are sissy babies…
Well, if you thought that adults wearing diapers was considered weird, then sissy babies
push that edge just a bit further. However, sissies and sissy babies are not that unusual, at least
in ABDL circles. A sissy baby is in fact, fairly common.
I am married to a sissy baby. It has taken me a long time to both understand and accept
that. It would be wrong of me to claim that this is a simple and easy thing for anyone. Working
as a couple where one was an open sissy baby took even longer. In many ways, I wish I had read
this book a long time ago. Not that I would have made it all the way through as it is both eyeopening and deeply confusing to me, but there would have been one thing – an important thing
– that I would have learned.
I am not alone.
I am not the only wife/partner of a sissy baby.
I am not the only one who struggled to make it all work.
I do not know who you are, reading this book. You are probably a sissy baby yourself
and some of you may be the spouse/partner of one. Don’t freak out or run away screaming. Pick
up that singular message that you are not alone; that there are more people like you and many,
many sissy babies around who need some of what you find in these pages.
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Some of it will shock you, offend you or upset you. So, take away one thing, even if it is
the only thing. Sissy babies are real. Sissy babies can be truly wonderful and loving people and
sissy babies need you to help them gain back some of the self-respect and confidence that a
harsh world often takes away.
Enjoy your sissy baby. Enjoy being a sissy baby. Find the way that makes life work for
you, full of excitement, unpredictability and exquisite joy. It is out there waiting for you to run
towards it and embrace it will all that you have.
Rosalie Bent 2019
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Introduction
I love sissy babies!
Yes, I bet you don’t hear that too often, but I do, and I think they can be simply amazing
creations when given the opportunity to find their place and their role in the home and in
society.
In some regards, the term ‘ultimate submissive’ can be misleading because while it is
absolutely true, it will also be quite misunderstood. A sissy baby is absolutely and thoroughly
submissive, but not as an act of voluntary submission to a dominant woman, but rather being
submissive as an infant is to a parent. It is loving and natural and remarkable.
We need to start by understanding that sissy babies are not well respected nor
understood by many people at all. Nor am I going to try and delve too deeply into the hows and
whys of how they came to be. They simply are and for me, that is enough.
My exposure to sissy babies and how I currently live with one will come out during the
book and it was a journey of discovery and experimentation. Discovering that my own brother
was a sissy baby some years before leaving home was a shock in the old 20th century mould of
‘what????’. I didn’t know how to handle it and he didn’t know how to explain it. Not that we
particularly wanted to do either, but life can deal some unexpected events and suddenly… you
see your brother in sissy baby attire and there are no convenient excuses that can explain it, nor
anywhere to run! We survived it and even now, it is something we understand and occasionally
laugh about.
And since the universe has a sense of humour, the man I met, fell in love with and
married… is a sissy baby. It feels a bit like winning the lottery, but without the money – rare and
wonderful. Being related to one sissy baby was rare enough, but then to marry one…
But don’t let me sound like I am complaining. I always wanted a life that was different
and a bit adventurous as we all do. This just wasn’t necessarily the adventure I signed on for.
It is better! And certainly stranger!
In this book, I will explain what sissy babies are and how they behave, but I will spend
much of my time telling you – the partner of the Baby – how to engage in a positive and fruitful
relationship with your Sissy Baby. To be honest, if your partner is a sissy baby, then you will
have to deal with it some way or other, no matter what. You can choose to be ‘accepting and
stand-offish’, which many sissies would happily accept, or you can try and embrace an
incredible relationship where – in part – you play the role of Mother (or Father) and your sissy
plays the role of the baby girl.
This incredible relationship can be as sporadic and shallow as mere role-play, where
you each take on the roles that you naturally relate to (parent or baby) or you can let it evolve
and develop into a remarkable, genuine Parent/Baby girl relationship. You get to be in a
substantive manner, the parent and your partner to be a baby girl. If that sounds shocking or
mega-weird then hang on… it gets weirder from here on!
This book’s style is written as if being read by the partner of a sissy baby. It is, however,
equally suitable to be read by the baby themselves.
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No matter what you are looking for, be it information about sissy babies or how to make
it work in your relationship, this book is for you.

A FEW NOTES: In a book like this there will be ways of describing
people and relationships that might not exactly match yours. This is not to say
that any of the material here is not applicable to you. Most relationships are
heterosexual and so I tend to use words that presume that in the text, but it
doesn’t mean that any of these points don’t apply to you. When I use the term
Mother/Mummy, I can just as easily mean Father/Daddy. The unisex term
‘Parent’ is sometimes used, but it can be very impersonal. So please draw
messages from the content, not the specific pronouns that are used.
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The Basics of Sissy
Babies
What is a sissy baby?

You would think that defining a sissy baby would be easy, right? Back in the 20th century
it probably was, but now with gender issues and sexual identity differences and the melting pot
of social change, suddenly the sissy baby isn’t quite so easy to define.
NOTE TO ALL: This is a good place where I could no doubt, offend some
people. When we talk about this topic, some people choose to be offended first
and then see if that offence can be mollified by the content. If that is you, then
you will get offended. However, I hope that most of you take what I am writing
as an honest and sincere appraisal that you are free to disagree with. Whatever
you do, don’t use the -phobic suffix when referring to me. I am not fearful (which
is what ‘phobic’ means) of pretty much anything (other than spiders!). We can
choose to disagree, while learning from each other. /RANT
A sissy baby is of course, an adult baby. It would also include teen babies and as
uncomfortable as it makes some people, pre-teens can also be regressive babies or diaper
lovers. I know we like to think of pre-teen years as some kind of imaginary world, free of
pressures or strange thoughts and ideas, but it really isn’t so and never has been. After all, aren’t
almost all of you ABDL folk, ones who went through pre-teen years with baby feelings and
thoughts, as well as the angst-filled teen years with baby and diaper urges? So, let’s leave the
political correctness and all the insane errors and inaccuracies it imposes to one side. AB begins
in childhood, so let’s accept it and move on.
The sissy baby is a full-on adult baby with more than just an interest in nappies or
diapers. Sure, they are often the major interest item (or attachment object if you like the
psychological term). The sissy baby loves or wants, baby clothes, baby toys, pacifiers, nursing
bottles and everything infantile. As I now understand more fully, the adult baby regularly
regresses back to an infantile state where the baby-needs and baby-feelings are authentic and
need to be acted upon. It is not an act nor a role-play, but a legitimate and genuine experience.
They are real babies in many ways.
Now comes the complicated part - the gender issue. Now, hold on to your hats as I delve
into the painfully ferocious world of… gender.
The sissy baby is physically male. That is indisputable and part of the equation, but they
also want to dress and act as a female baby. Why is that? Trust me, this is one area I want to
avoid, so I will be brief and hopefully clear.
A sissy baby is not necessarily transgender. This is not to say that they can’t be, rather
just that being sissy is not transgender nor the reverse. However, at the same time, this is not
mere role-play either.
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Most sissy babies do not live as sissy babies all the time. They exist and live as adult
males in their day-to-day world and are happily male. Some are crossdressers who wear adult
women’s clothes for their own reasons, but again, most sissy babies tend to be ‘sissy’ only in the
baby personage, not the adult world. I hope that isn’t too confusing.
In the world of LGBTQI (did I miss any new, recent letters?) I think that an S for sissy
would be appropriate since being sissy doesn’t mean being gay, or transgender or anything else.
It just means ‘sissy’. So, hurrah for LGBTQS!
If you are a sissy baby reading this, then you already know exactly who you are. You
understand your motivations, your needs, your experiences and how old you feel. No one can
tell you what you are or how you feel inside. Ignore the labels and embrace the babyness. Let
simplicity rule your thinking and try not to find a ‘box’ or label with your name on it. That is a
large journey and at the end, you just get a box with a label. Big deal!
If you are the partner of a sissy baby, then don’t try and analyse too much or try and put
them in the alphabet soup of identity boxes. It will just confuse you a lot and not help you at all.
They are just babies in baby girl’s clothes with infantile and feminine responses. For now, that is
enough.
Now we can talk about how sissy adult babies fit into the world, relationships and life in
general.

… MORE…
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Our Personal Story
of being
Mother/Sissy Baby
It seems to make perfect sense at this juncture to tell you our story of becoming mother
and baby and living as such. It probably doesn’t surprise you to discover that this didn’t happen
overnight but grew and developed over a lot of years. And here is perhaps the most important
lesson at all and yet, is in the narrative section and not the instruction section of the book.

The journey is as important as the destination. While we are now a
settled and happy mother and infant girl couple, we have journeyed to
this point and learned a great deal along the way. That happiness and
settled experience we have now is the result of walking a journey
slowly that taught us what we needed to know and helped both of us
discover own inner identities, needs and roles.
I grew up in a typical conservative middle-class English family. We were the average by
every measure. We went to church occasionally, went to school with average to good results.
We played cricket (even the girls), liked boys and stopped wetting the bed and wearing nappies
at an age that preceded our memories.
Amanda, however, was very, very different. Amanda is my husband and if you wonder
why I call her Amanda, be aware that her parents named her that from birth. Sure, her birth
certificate has a male name on it, but as the sole child in the family, both of her parents treated
her as a girl and called her Amanda. Oddly enough, if you do a bit of research, this kind of
growing up is less uncommon than you might think. Personally, I think it is wrong, but it was
what happened anyhow. There are many stories of boys raised as girls and not only during the
preschool years.
I met Mark (his male name) when we were both twenty years old and he was very
obviously, quite different to most of our peers. He was (ironically) what you would call at the
time ‘a sissy’ and most people thought he was gay. He wasn’t and is quite straight, but his female
upbringing certainly left its mark (!) on him.
Amanda was still wearing nappies to bed as a twenty-year-old after finally abandoning
day nappies at the age of twelve. She – and I will refer to her in the feminine – was home
schooled and living in a relatively remote area, dressed as a girl most of the time. In fact, until
she was five years old, she was openly paraded around the various places they lived as a
genuine baby girl and no one was ever the wiser. At some point, her developing masculine
features required them to move yet again and suddenly have a boy child in public, but a girl
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child at home. And the nappies remained and from the various stories I have heard, were
required to be used completely until age twelve where for some undisclosed reason, they were
replaced with girl’s knicker, but during the day only. At the same time, she began wearing a
girl’s training bra.
So, I guess you can see where my sissy baby girl got her desire to be a baby girl?
I don’t really understand the motivations behind it, despite asking, but the clear
intention was that Amanda was to be a girl and not a boy and only physicality interfered with
that goal. I don’t believe there was a desire to make her a baby, but there was definitely a desire
to retard her maturity so that there were a lot of immature behaviours well past the normal
time. Breast feeding continued until around age twelve as far as I know and bottle feeding even
longer. Medical appointments were the only time boy’s underwear were worn, otherwise it was
very feminine. She grew up confused about her gender, clearly confused about her age and her
sexual preference was fluid, although un-consummated, until we met.
For my part, my story was as normal, happy and unremarkable as you can imagine. I
grew up as a straight, white girl/teen/woman, barely aware that homosexuals existed and as for
sissies… never even heard of them. I had brothers and none of them wore panties or anything
weird until… I found out I was dead wrong!
I was blissfully unaware that my older brother was what I would later call a sissy adult
baby. I had never heard of the term, nor had my parents or anyone else for that matter. This was
all well before ABs were understood to exist and my brother also thought he was the only one
on the planet.
It was that fateful day when I was fifteen and came home from school earlier than
expected and waltzed into our conservative, normal home to find my brother dressed in a
makeshift nappy, bras and panties and a ridiculously short pink dress and sucking on a baby’s
dummy.
He was embarrassed; I was shocked and yet, being out in the open, I was sworn to
secrecy. What I saw was so utterly removed from my experience and understanding that at first,
I was repelled and then intrigued by it. My brother and I were quite close despite being five
years apart. Over the next couple of years, it was a secret we both shared, and I saw him dressed
in different girls’ clothing and nappies, never really understanding what was going on. I thought
he was just being silly and that it would soon pass. Of course, forty years have passed since then
and he still wears nappies and dresses as a girl, although not to the extent that Amanda does. It
is still uneasy to discuss, but we do mention it a bit. Because of the family connection, we do not
do ‘baby play dates’ or the like. I am pretty tolerant, but my weirdness limit was hit with that
one – not that either actually suggested it.
The idea of two ABs in close familial relationship is rare, but it does happen. I just find
the notion a bit creepy to be honest and I am glad none of our kids are AB. That would be a
massive ethical and practical difficulty that I am glad we avoided.
So, when I first met Amanda, I was already five years into knowing of the existence of
adult babies although I understood little more than that they existed and weren’t dangerous
monsters. But that was enough to set me apart from anyone else.
I loved my brother and I was intrigued and fascinated by his babyness. I was still a little
repelled when I realised he actually peed his nappies! But some of what I saw, particularly the
girlishness, triggered ‘something’ in me. I liked it… sort of. Not for me of course, but the budding
mother in me was very definitely triggered.
Some girls want to be mothers reluctantly at about 30 when the biological clock starts to
tick towards the end. Not me. I wanted to be a mother before I started school. I loved babies,
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loved feeding them and even didn’t mind changing nappies on them (but not dirty ones – yuk!).
By the time I met Amanda, I was a budding mother held back only by the lack of a man and of
course, my persistent virginity.
For the first year, Amanda and I were just good friends and we clicked together easily.
We had similar interests in some areas, and our differences sparked great conversations. He
was still dressing as a girl in many ways in private although not living at home. He was wearing
girls’ knickers and then he dropped the real big ‘secret’ on me that was clearly keeping us apart.
He was a bedwetter still. And he was wearing nappies for it.
When he told me that, it took three seconds to connect him with my brother and in a
heartbeat, I knew. Mark was an adult baby and a sissy. It wasn’t what he said as much as it was
how he said it. The intonation in his voice, the choice of words and I saw what I also saw in my
brother – babyness and sissyness. I hadn’t understood my brother before, but suddenly it made
more sense and over the years would make even more sense.
I didn’t know what those terms meant or what they entailed, but I was lightyears ahead
of anyone else in understanding. Amanda was a sissy adult baby.
And it didn’t repel me.

If you want to read the rest of this book, then go to:
https://abdiscovery.com.au/sissy-babies-the-ultimate-submissive/
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